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Abstract. A novel automated channel mapping algorithm
is developed and applied to map valley networks in variety
of sites on Mars. The algorithm uses digital topography data
from which topographic planar curvature is calculated and a
series of steps is implemented to convert curvature map into
a map of channels. Results in eight test sites are compared to
accurate manual maps and to the maps created automatically
by an older, steepest descent-based algorithm. The new al-
gorithm produces global maps of valley networks that are in
excellent agreement with manual maps and offer a significant
improvement over the steepest descent-based algorithm.

Introduction. Valley networks are one of the most im-
portant landforms on Mars. They are visually reminiscent of
terrestrial river systems. This resemblance gave rise to the
suggestion that they represent remnants of ancient drainage
systems. Studying valley networks leads to better understand-
ing of the history of water and climate on Mars with implica-
tions for exobiology models. The valley networks have been
mapped manually from Viking images and several datasets of
valley networks exist (Baker and Partridge, 1986; Carr, 1995;
Cabrol and Grin, 2001; van Gasselt et al., 2002). Individual
valley networks were also mapped from higher resolution im-
ages, but no collection of such maps exists due to the high cost
of its acquisition.

Recently, Stepinski and Collier (2004) designed a method
to automate the mapping of Martian valley networks using
digital topography data. This steepest descent-based mapping
algorithm can be thought of as subjecting Martian landscape
to uniformly distributed and constant “artificial rain" and reg-
istering how it drains. The weakness of this method is that the
valleys are not mapped on the basis of terrain morphology, but
rather on the basis of its steepest descent connectivity. This
works fine for terrestrial landscapes where surface connectiv-
ity corresponds to terrain morphology. However, on Mars,
sites dissected by the valley networks are separated by exten-
sive terrain free of any valley networks. This non-dissected
terrain, that lacks any morphological features of drainage, is
nevertheless connected via the network of steepest descent di-
rections. This leads to mapping of spurious valley networks.
Thus, such method is well-suited to study drainage within a
single predefined drainage basin, but is ill-suited for mapping
channels over extensive regions of Martian terrain.

Curvature-based mapping. The new algorithm, pre-
sented here, is based on terrain morphology, and its goal is to
map valley networks in agreement with visual evidence, min-
imizing false positives (spurious valleys) and false negatives
(failure to detect a clearly visible channel). It uses topography
data (DEM), as given by the MOLA Mission Experiment Grid-
ded Data, with resolution of 1/128 degree. We calculate the
topographic planar curvature (TPC) for each pixel in the DEM.
The planar curvature is measured in a direction perpendicular
to the gradient and it influences the divergence/convergence
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Figure 1: Selected steps in an algorithm to map valley net-
works in the test site. A) An image of thresholded TPC. B)
Craters masks. C) The binary image of the TPC after applying
the masks. D) The final map of valley networks after applying
the thinning algorithm and the reconnection algorithm.

of potential flow. The positive values of the TPC flag seg-
ments of terrain where flow converges, whereas the negative
values of the TPC flag segments of terrain where flow diverges.
Thus, the valley networks, presumably the ancient riverbeds,
are identified by relatively large positive values of the TPC.
Due to the noisy character of the Martian surface we apply a
circular moving average to smooth the topography before cal-
culating the TPC. The resulting curvature field is thresholded,
producing a binary image with pixels having high positive val-
ues of TPC labeled black and the remaining pixels labeled
white. The black pixels outline channels, but they also outline
some other landforms that are not connected to valley networks
but happen to be characterized by the high values of the TPC.
Our algorithm employs a series of morphologic operators and
image masks to filter out such pixels. These are: elimination
of large and/or circular clusters of black pixels, masking inte-
riors of the craters where the scalloped walls produce regions
characterized by positive TPC, thinning the pixels represent-
ing valley networks to one-pixel-wide lines, connecting the
thinned pixels. Some of these operations are illustrated on
Fig.1.

Test site results. Fig.2 shows one of the eight test sites
used to compare the new, curvature-based, automated mapping
algorithm to manual mapping and the steepest descent-based
automated mapping. An accurate manual mapping was per-
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Figure 2. A test site for 
automated mapping of channels 
on Mars. The site is bounded by 
the following coordinates (lon. E, 
lat. N) clockwise starting from the 
lower-left corner (29.5, -12.5), 
(29.5, -7.5), (34.5, -7.5), and 
(34.5, -12.5). The terrain shown 
is ~290 km west to east and 
~290$ km south to north and its 
area is ~ 10  km  . The site is 
located between the Pollack and 
Dawes craters  and features a 
couple of large conjoined craters 
located at the terrain elevated 
above the surrounding Noachian 
plain. Channels are clearly visible 
on the sides of the elevated 
structure. A) Mosaic of THEMIS 
images ``colorized" using co-
registered topographic elevations 
derived from the MOLA data. The 
blue-to-red gradient  corresponds 
to low-to-high elevations. B) 
Manually mapped channels are 
shown as yellow lines. C) 
Channels mapped using the 
steepest descent algorithm are 
shown as blue lines. D) Channels 
mapped using the curvature-
based algorithm are shown as 
red lines.
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formed using a mosaic of 100 m/pixel THEMIS images. The
DEM of the site was co-registered with a corresponding mo-
saic. Fig.2 shows maps of channels overlaying image mosaic,
but only the manual map was derived from the image, the
automated maps were derived from the co-registered DEM.

Fig.2B shows the manual mapping which reflects a heavy
dissection of the west, north, and east slopes of the elevated
structure consisting of two conjoined craters located in center
of the image. The south slopes of the structure are not dis-
sected. The drainage density is clearly nonuniform, with some
locations, mostly located near the rim of the structure, being
especially highly dissected. Fig.2C shows the results of an
automatic mapping based on the steepest descent algorithm.
Comparison of the resultant drainage network to the manually
mapped network reveals shortcomings of this method. The
algorithm produces a network with uniform drainage density
resulting in about even “dissection" of all parts of the site
including the south slopes of the structure that lacks visible
channels. Spurious channels inside the craters are an another
artifact of this method. Note that this method gives a good
approximation to an actual network in isolated locations (se-
lected individual drainage basins), but it fails to produce an
accurate global map of drainage. Fig.2D shows the results of a

curvature-based automated mapping. The algorithm produces
a network very similar to what is mapped manually. Globally,
there is a very good agreement between a manual and au-
tomated mapping, although there are some local differences.
The algorithm maps a little less channels than is marked on
the manual map, however differences are small. Similar re-
sults are obtained for other seven test sites for which manual
mapping is available.

We have used curvature-based algorithm to map valley
networks in four large areas on Mars: Margaritifer Sinus (1.85,
70.6, 0,04), Meridiani (2.8, 104.5, 0.04), Terra Sabaea (2.0,
67.8, 0.03), North Cimmeria (2.2, 95.0, 0.04). The numbers
in brackets are area (106 km2), total channel length (103 km),
and an overall drainage density (km−1), respectively.
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